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Abstract
I expand on some ideas from my recent review “String theory to the rescue.” I
discuss my use of Bayesian reasoning. I argue that it can be useful but that it is very
far from the central point of the discussion. I then review my own personal history
with the multiverse. Finally I respond to some criticisms of string theory and the
multiverse.
Prepared for the meeting “Why Trust a Theory? Reconsidering Scientific Methodology in Light of Modern Physics,” Munich, Dec. 7-9, 2015.
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Introduction

The meeting “Why Trust a Theory? Reconsidering Scientific Methodology in Light of Modern Physics,” which took place at the Ludwig Maximilian University Munich, Dec. 7-9 2015,
was for me a great opportunity to think in a broad way about where we stand in the search
for a theory of fundamental physics. My thoughts are now posted at [1].
In this followup discussion I have two goals. The first is to expand on some of the ideas for
the first talk, and also to emphasize some aspects of the discussion that I believe need more
attention. As the only scientific representative of the multiverse at that meeting, a major
goal for me was to explain why I believe with a fairly high degree of probability that this is
the nature of our universe. But an equally important goal was to explain why, contrary to
what many believe, string theory has been a tremendous success, and remains a great and
inspiring hope for our ultimate success in understanding fundamental physics. For natural
reasons, certain aspects of the multiverse discussion have gotten the greatest initial reaction.
I will explain why some things that have been most widely discussed are actually the least
important, while other things are much more central.
The second goal is to respond to some of the other speakers. I was unexpectedly unable
to attend the actual meeting. The videos from the other talks will soon be posted, and I
look forward to seeing them. However, because they are not yet available, this followup will
be presented in a somewhat unusual way. The initial post will contain only part one. Part
two will be added when this becomes possible.
To summarize the main theme of [1], nature has presented us with two great challenges.
The first is that the Planck length, the fundamental length scale at which quantum mechanics
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and relativity come together, is incredibly small. The second is the possibility that the
constants of nature that we are working so hard to measure at the LHC and elsewhere are
environmental. If so then they are very different from the constants of nature that we have
usually dealt with, such as those in the theories of the weak or strong interaction. There,
from a very small number of inputs from the Weinberg-Salam theory or QCD, one can predict
with very high precision hundreds of measurable properties of elementary particles. This is
‘normal physics.’ But if some of the constants of nature, like the masses of the quarks and
leptons, are environmental, it means that these are much more loosely connected to the
fundamental mathematics that underlies physics. There is an essential randomness to them,
not unlike the weather. This is not ‘normal physics,’ and it is not what anyone wants, but
unfortunately there is significant evidence that this is the case.
These difficulties seem often to be presented as failures of string theory, as though trying
a different idea will somehow make the Planck length larger, or force that environmental
property not to hold. But these are challenges for humankind as a whole, at least for those
of us who care about the fundamental laws of nature. And the conclusion that I came to is
that they are not insuperable, that we will succeed in figuring things out, and that string
theory is a large part of the answer.
Both §2 and §3 are largely concerned with the multiverse. In §2 I explain some statistical
issues that have gotten wide attention. In §3 I review my own long scientific interaction with
the idea of a multiverse, because it provides a good framework for explaining how and why
we have come to this idea. In §4 I briefly discuss some critics of string theory.
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It’s not about the Bayes. It’s about the physics.

In §3 of [1] I made an important distinction between the 5-sigma or 99.9999% probability for
the Higgs boson to exist, and a 2-sigma or 94% probability for the multiverse to exist. For a
particle physicist, the difference between such numbers is a familiar thing. However, I have
seen that for members of the public, for many cynics, and even for some of the philosophers
for whom the talk was written, this distinction is not so obvious, and so I will explain. The
5-sigma standard for the Higgs has been widely discussed in many blogs and other public
sources, so I will not expand on it here. It is the meaning of the 2 sigma that I want to
explain.
I am coming at this as an active scientist trying to solve a scientific problem, in my case
the theory of quantum gravity. Every day I need to make my best estimate of where to put
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my effort. This of course is not unique to the problem that I am working on. For example,
every experimental or theoretical particle physicist, confronted with evidence for some new
particle or dark matter observation, wants to know how strong is the evidence, what is the
sigma, so they know how much effort to apply to the problem.
There is inevitably a significant amount of personal taste and judgement, and there is
no right answer at this level for a ‘correct’ value of sigma. Science works better if different
people try different assumptions. For my own problem, it is essential to factor in what ideas
I and others have already tried. This has been criticized in some quarters, and indeed it
might not be proper for a discovery measurement like the Higgs. But for my purpose it is
obviously necessary.
In the end, my estimate simply came down to combining four factors of two. This led
to the probability 94% that the multiverse exists. If I had quoted this in binary, probability
0.1111, the scientific content would have been exactly the same but it would have led to
much less merriment.
My estimate uses a kind of analysis known as Bayesian statistics. There has recently
been much discussion of this method, partly in response to the Munich meeting. So let me
say very clearly: Bayesian analysis is not the point. It is not even one percent of the point.
Every word spent on this subject is a wasted word, in fact it has negative value because
it distracts attention from the real point, which is of course the physics. And I can blame
myself for this, because I chose to frame the problem in this way. So let me summarize what
the relevant physics is. In the next section I give a longer discussion of some of the ideas,
and my own personal history with them.
The main issue is the vacuum energy, the cosmological constant. This goes back a long
way, to Pauli, who argued in 1920 that the zero point energy of the radiation field would cause
the radius of the universe to be no larger than the distance to the moon [2]. In the ensuing
96 years, there has been essentially no progress on this problem using ‘normal’ science. The
difficulty has in fact been sharpened: the vacuum energy is too large by a factor of 10120 ,
though this can be reduced to 1060 in theories with low energy supersymmetry.
So normal science has a problem: it gives a universe that does not look like ours. But if
the cosmological constant is environmental — if it depends on space or time — then suddenly
we get a universe like ours, where observers find themselves in a large universe with small
curvature.
The environmental theory comes with a great surprise. In the context of normal science,
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it was almost universally assumed that the actual value of the cosmological constant was
exactly zero, and this was what we were trying to explain. But in the environmental theory
there is no reason for it to be zero, and in fact the value zero would be infinitely unlikely.
The prediction is just that the cosmological constant be small enough (more on this later).
And of course this is what was discovered in 1998 [3, 4], to the great surprise of many —
but not those who had been following Weinberg’s environmental approach.
Finally, string theory, which I credit as an enormous success for reasons reviewed in §2
of [1], leads to environmental physics, the string landscape.
In all, there are four arguments here for the multiverse: the failure of conventional methods for understanding why the cosmological constant is not large, the success of the environmental theories for doing so, the successful prediction of the nonzero cosmological constant,
and the string landscape. This is the physics, with no reference to Bayes.
Returning to Bayes, I chose to package these four numbers each as a factor of two, a
nice mnemonic for the four kinds of evidence, leading to the 94%. Perhaps it was silly to do
so, but expressing things in terms of numbers is good, provided this is taken in the correct
spirit. That is, we are not talking about discovery mode like the Higgs. We are trying to
make a best estimate of our current state of knowledge as guidance to how to move forward.
Of course those who choose to belittle will always do so, but these are not the ones to listen
to.
Obviously there is no precision to our number. Andrei Linde would argue for a larger
number [5], taking into additional cosmological evidence beyond the cosmological constant.
I would have come up with a larger number if I had given more weight to my long history
trying to understand the cosmological constant by normal methods, both my own ideas and
those of others. But I thought it important to factor in possible unknown unknowns. While
I believe that the road to quantum gravity will go through string theory, there may still be
new and game-changing concepts along the way.

3

The multiverse and me

I have sometimes seen the assertion that the multiverse is largely the resort of older theorists
who, having run out of ideas or time, are willing to give up the ‘usual’ process of science and
use the multiverse as an excuse [6]. In my own experience much the opposite is true. My
own interaction with the multiverse began at the age of 34, and I think that this is much
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more typical. In this section I will review my own personal associations with the multiverse,
because I believe that it is instructive in a number of ways. I will also discuss some of the
experiences of two scientists with whom I have been closely associated, Steven Weinberg
and Raphael Bousso. Other important perspectives would include Andrei Linde [5], Tom
Banks [7] (though he is no longer an advocate of these ideas), Bert Schellekens [8], and Lenny
Susskind [9].
I began to think about the problem of the cosmological constant as a postdoc, around
1980. The then-new idea of inflation had emphasized the importance of the vacuum energy,
and of the connections between particle physics and cosmology more generally. The presumed
goal was to understand why the value of the cosmological constant was exactly zero. I went
through the usual attempts and tried to find some new wrinkles, a process that began with
Pauli and has certainly been repeated by countless others over the years. I failed to explain
why the cosmological constant would vanish.1 I added this to my list of the most important
questions to keep in mind, believing that we would one day solve it and that it would be a
crucial clue in understanding fundamental physics.
I eventually got a good opportunity to review my attempts at the problem [15]. Bousso
has presented a similar review [16]. Gerard ’t Hooft had proposed for many years to write a
review “100 Solutions to the Cosmological Constant Problem, and Why They are Wrong.”
He never did so, but decided that it would be a good exercise for his grad student [17].
In 1988, Weinberg similarly set out to review the possible solutions to the cosmological
constant problem, but he approached it in a particularly broad and original way [18]. Of
course Weinberg is a great scientist, but there are two qualities he has that I find distinctively
striking, and that are special to him. As science progresses, it often happens that certain assumptions will become widely accepted without really being properly inspected. Eventually
someone asks the question, “What if B is true instead of A,” and they may find that B is a
perfectly good possibility, and a new set of ideas emerges. Weinberg of course is not the only
person who asks such questions, though he often is the one, but when he does so he does it
in a way that is distinctive and powerful. Most of us will say, “Let us see what happens if
we make a model in which B is true instead of A. But this looks hard, so we’ll also assume
C and D so we can get an answer.” Weinberg does not do this. As much as possible he tries
1

As an aside, there is a certain collection of ideas that have some aspects of the environmental approach, in
that the value of the cosmological constant can change in time or in different branches of the wavefunction [7,
10, 11, 12, 13]. However, for these the cosmological constant changes in a rather systematic way, that is
amenable to ‘normal science.’ By contrast, in the environmental approach the calculation of the cosmological
constant is a problem of a particularly hard sort, NP hard [14].
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to ask, “If B is true instead of A, then what is the most general set of consequences that
one can draw?” Generally one cannot make progress without some additional assumptions,
but his effort is always to make these minimal, and most importantly to state as precisely as
possible any such extra assumptions being made. It is an approach that takes great clarity
of mind, to formulate such a general question in a way that can be usefully answered, and
great integrity not to take shortcuts. It is an approach that Weinberg has applied many
times, usually in more ordinary areas of science, to great effect.
The second and related quality is that he takes an unusually broad and independent
point of view as to for what the possibilities for B might be. One example is asymptotic
safety, the possibility that the short distance problem of quantum gravity is solved, not
by new physics like string theory, but by a nontrivial UV fixed point of the renormalization
group [19]. A second example, the one to which he turned in his 1988 review, is the possibility
that the cosmological constant might be environmental, varying from place to place. Other
theorists had already begun to explore the idea [20, 21, 22, 7], but Weinberg brought to it
his unique strength. He argued that most places will be uninteresting, with space either
expanding so rapidly as to be essentially empty, or contracting to a singularity long before
anything interesting can happen. But there will be a sweet spot in between, where spacetime
looks much like what we see around us. Here galaxies would form, and life would presumably
follow by the usual processes, and eventually creatures would form who could do cosmological
measurements. And because this can only happen in the sweet spot, they will find a value
for the cosmological constant that is extremely small, just as we find.
I saw Weinberg’s work at first hand, because at the time I was a colleague of his at the
University of Texas at Austin. The effect of his analysis on me was profoundly upsetting.
If correct, he had solved the problem that I had failed to solve, but he had done so in
a way that took away some of our most important tools. I had hoped to make progress
in fundamental physics by finding the symmetry or dynamics that would explain why the
cosmological constant is exactly zero. But now it was no longer zero. Even worse, it is not
a number that we can calculate at all, because it takes different values in different places, a
vast number of possible values running over different solutions.
So I very much wanted Weinberg to be wrong, and that the cosmological constant would
turn out to be exactly zero. Unfortunately there was already some evidence that it was
not. There was the age problem, the fact there seemed to be stars that were older than the
universe. And there was the missing mass, the fact that the total amount of matter that
could be found seemed to account for only 30% of the energy budget of the universe. Neither
6

of these requires the cosmological constant, but the simplest way to make it all balance would
be if the cosmological constant were nonzero. There was also a sign that Weinberg might be
wrong. His estimate for the cosmological constant came out a factor of 102 or 103 too large.
But missing by 103 is a lot better than missing by 1060 , and one could see that by changing
some of the details of Weinberg’s argument one might end up with a much closer number.
So I spent the next ten years hoping that the age problem and the missing mass problem
would go away, but they did not. And in 1998 the cosmological constant was confirmed as
the correct answer.
Fortunately, in 1998 there was something much more interesting for string theorists to be
thinking about, so the cosmological constant, important as it was, sat on the back burner for
a while. The second superstring revolution began in 1995. Over a period of four years, we
discovered dualities of quantum field theories, dualities of string theories, duality between
quantum field theories and string theories (that is, AdS/CFT), D-branes, Matrix theory,
and a quantitative understanding of black hole entropy. Our understanding of the basic
structure of fundamental theory had moved forward in a way that seems almost miraculous.
One cannot compare this to something as profound as the discovery of quantum mechanics,
or of calculus, but I think that there are few points in the history of science when our depth
of understanding moved forward so rapidly, and I feel fortunate to have been part of it.
I think that the capabilities that we had before and after the second superstring revolution
are much like what the rest of the world experienced before and after the world wide web.
If I had to choose only one of these, I know which it would be.
Much of the initial analysis during the second superstring revolution focused on states
with some amount of supersymmetry, because these new tools that we were learning are
most tractable in this setting. But all of these ideas apply to the full quantum theory, states
of all kinds. By 1999, the principles had been understood, and it was time to think about
the implications for more physical systems.
Fortunately, Raphael Bousso was then visiting from Stanford, and both he and I had
a strong sense that string theory as now understood provided the microscopic theory that
was needed in order for Weinberg’s environmental theory to work. In his spirit of minimal
assumptions, he had been able to formulate the problem in a way that did not require knowing
the actual microscopic theory. We had the perfect combination of skills, my understanding
of the dynamics of strings and Raphael’s understanding of cosmology. We understood why
many attempts to find a microscopic model of Weinberg’s theory had failed, and we could
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see how it all worked in string theory. We were quickly able to make a simple but convincing
model that showed that string theory was very likely lead to exactly the kind of environmental
theory that Weinberg had anticipated [23]. I say quickly, but there was a significant delay
due to my own personal misgivings with the landscape, something that I will say more below.
But we published our model, and other string theorists began to show in detail that this is
actually how string theory does work [24, 25].
My misgivings with Weinberg’s solution had not ended, in fact they had gotten worse.
Planck had taught us that because his scale was so small, the possible measurements of fundamental physics would be very limited. Now Weinberg, with Raphael and my connivance,
were saying that even these few things were actually largely random numbers. We had gotten
far, but it seemed that we would never get farther. The Bayesian estimate was saying that
there was a 94% probability that our clues are just random numbers. What then could I
work on? Shortly before the 1998 discovery of the cosmological constant, I told Sean Carroll
that if the cosmological constant were found he could have my office, because physics would
be over.
In fact, even when Raphael and I wrote our paper, I had pushed him to remove some of
the most anthropic parts of the discussion. It was not that I thought that they were wrong,
we were in perfect agreement about the physics, but I felt that it was too discouraging. In
effect we would be telling the experimentalists, who were spending billions of dollars and
countless human-years of brilliant scientists, were essentially measuring random numbers,
and I did not want to be the bearer of bad news. But for the most part Raphael’s point of
view prevailed: we both agreed clearly on what the science was saying, and in the end one
must be true to the science. I am not by nature a radical, but seem to have become one
both with the multiverse and with the black hole firewall [26] just by following ideas to their
logical conclusions. In both cases it helped to have brilliant and bold young collaborators,
Raphael in the one case and Don Marolf in the other, who drove me to suppress my natural
conservatism.
Still my anxiety grew, until eventually I needed serious help. So you can say quite literally
that the multiverse drove me to the psychiatrist.2
In the end I have come to a much more positive point of view, as expressed in [1]. We are
looking after all for the theory of everything. Actually, this is an expression that I dislike,
and never use, because ‘everything’ is both arrogant and ill-defined. But I will use it on this
2

In truth, I should have gotten help for anxiety sooner, and for more general reasons. One should not
be reluctant to seek help.
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one occasion to refer to the set of ideas that we are thinking about in quantum gravity, plus
possibly some more that will turn out to be part of the story. There will not be a unique
route to the theory of everything. If one route becomes more difficult, another will work. It
will likely require clues from many directions - particle physics, cosmology, certainly string
theory, and likely other areas as well, but we will succeed.

4

Some critics

4.1

George Ellis and Joseph Silk

In late 2014, George Ellis and Joseph Silk published in Nature a criticism of string theory
and of the multiverse — indeed, an argument that it is not even science. They argued that
the issue was so important that a conference should be convened to discuss it. I am very
grateful that they followed through on this, because it is indeed a vital issue, and it has
given me a venue to present a much more positive and inspiring point of view. I wish that I
had done so long ago.
I would like to make a few comments on some specifics of Ellis and Silk. One of the
arguments that underlies their discussion is that physics is simply getting too hard, so we
will never get the answer. Indeed this is a logical possibility, and I worry about it. But the
lesson of Planck is that we are working on a problem that is very hard, and so we should
think about this on a very long time scale. We have been working on Planck’s problem for
116 years and have made enormous progress. It is far too early to say that we have reached
the end of our rope. It is a race between finding the key clues and running out of data and
ideas, and I very much expect that we (humankind) will win.
A second disagreement is the claim of Ellis and Silk that unimodular gravity is a satisfactory alternative theory of the cosmological constant [28]. Unimodular gravity is Einstein’s
theory with one fewer equation, the one with the cosmological constant. But the value of
the cosmological constant matters, it affects physics, so we need some way to get that last
piece. In unimodular gravity, effectively the value of the cosmological constant is assumed
to be measured, and whatever value we get is taken as the missing piece. One gives up
on trying to ever understand the particular value, which one finds to be around 7 × 10−27
kg m3 . Why is the value that one finds not the zero that Einstein expected? Why is it
not the 1060 larger that Pauli expected? These simply cannot be explained. This does not
seem to me a satisfactory way for theory to work. Moreover, it seems to me that it is less
9

predictive than the multiverse. Why the cosmological constant is not enormous cannot be
explained in unimodular gravity, nor can it be explained why it has a small nonzero value.
In contrast, the multiverse explains both. So I would think that Ellis and Silk would regard
the multiverse as a better scientific theory, but they have a different take.
However, like Ellis and Silk, I am trouble by the expression “non-empirical theory confirmation.” For me, it may just be that I have not understood clearly what is meant by this.
If someone is interpreting the rules in such a way that string theory is already at 5 sigma
level, discovery, I cannot agree. How could I, when we do not even know the full form of the
theory? And what is the rush? Again, long ago Planck taught us that it will take a long
time.
But I think Dawid means something different, and more consistent with how I see
things [29]. In particular, he seems to be using the same kind of evidence that I argue
for [1]. Coming back to the theme of sigma values, I counted five kinds of evidence in §2
and one more in §3. If I just make the same crude counting of a factor of 2 for each, I end
up with probability 98.5 for string theory to be correct. But here, where most of the focus
is on quantum theory rather than the multiverse, I am on grounds that I understand better,
and I would assign a higher level of confidence, something over 3 sigma.
But again, these statistical games are fun, but they are not the real point. There is
some fascinating physics to explore right now, this is what we want to be doing, and it may
transmute our understanding in ways that we cannot anticipate.

4.2

Peter Woit, and X

Another critical author is Peter Woit [30]. I disagree strongly with his point of view. An
important aspect of science is that, while there are obviously central principles that apply
universally, there are also particular circumstances such that they are applied to different
fields in different ways. There is a creationist criticism of evolution that it is not science
because it is based on observation of the past rather than experiment. But we understand
that different subjects necessarily involve different proportions of experiment, observation,
theory, and simulation, depending on the nature of the field, yet they are all science. For
quantum gravity, the special circumstance is simply that it is so darn hard. This is our
legacy from Planck [1]. He showed us that we will have to extend our vision across a gulf
of 25 orders of magnitude, far larger than anything we have ever had to do before. The
particular tool that we perhaps most need in this situation is simply time. In our evaluation
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of science we should remember how hard the problem is, and judge it by that standard. And
I have argued that by this standard string theory is an extraordinary success [1].
As I see Woit’s book, he simply applies to string theory a one-size-fits-all interpretation
of science that looks at none of the nuances of the problem.
In addition to his book, Woit is the author of an active blog. The internet can provide
new ways to teach and inform. It can also provide the worst kinds of personal behavior. I
believe that Woit’s blog is of the second type.
To see this, let us look at a blog post that deals with the same issue we have been
discussing earlier, Steven Weinberg and the environmental idea. On the blog,
woit says:
November 4, 2005 at 1:48 pm

Hi Thomas,
One of my colleagues this morning, after being shown the Weinberg article, commented that Weinberg must just be senile. Unfortunately I don’t think that’s
what’s going on. Weinberg wants to be part of whatever the hot topic in particle
theory is, and the landscape is the hot topic these days. It’s being driven mainly
by younger people, not by seventy-year-olds, and you can’t put their behavior
down to senility.
This is wrong at so many levels. Wanting to be part of the current hot topic is how
bloggers think. Great scientists begin by having a list of what they think are the most
important questions in their area of science. They are then attentive as to how these might
evolve over time, and are affected by new ideas. Of course, in the present case, the important
question is the one that Weinberg himself had originated 17 years earlier. If you look at the
actual paper that is being referenced [32], you will see that it is exactly as I describe. It is a
rather thorough and technical analysis of how the environmental approach has been affected
by new ideas from the previous five years, arising primarily from string theory but also other
areas.
Second, of all the scientists I have ever known, Weinberg is the least likely to care what
the hot topic is or what anyone else thinks is important. It is one of his special strengths, as
I have described, to find new directions that others have overlooked. Look even at his latest
paper [33]. He is certainly not a part of any pack. He sees a scientific possibility that may
have been overlooked, and it is fascinating to see him apply the same kind of intellectual
power that he has employed throughout his career.
11

Woit’s amateur psychoanalysis of Weinberg (which is typical of the writing of string
theory on his blog) shows no understanding of how science actually works. Indeed, it seems
to show little interest in science at all. It is disturbing to me that my colleagues in other
fields might believe this of Weinberg, or for that matter believe that Woit has anything useful
to say about science. His writing shows no respect for science, for scientists, and ultimately
no respect for himself, if this is the best that he thinks he can do.
As for his anonymous colleague X who believed that Weinberg was senile in 2005, looking
at the work that Weinberg is still doing ten years later, I confidently assert that whatever
scientific success that X produced on the best day of his or her life, it was less deep and
significant than what Weinberg is still doing today, past the age of 80.
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